Tiny Treasures  
Instructor: Bonnie Fitzgerald

Supply fee ($65) includes:
- Generous amount of mosaic materials: millefiori, filati, smalti, stained glass, mini ceramic
- 3 small substrates: a box, a piece of jewelry and a small frame
- 2 oz. Apoxie Sculpt Adhesive
- Loan of LePonitt wheel tool
- Design materials

Students provide:
- Safety glasses
- THIN TIP Sharpie
- Pencil and something to take notes in/on
- Scissors
- Disposal Gloves
- Good quality tweezers (jewelry tweezers best)
- Good quality small scale metal spatula

Optional Supplemental Supplies:
- LePonitt wheel tool if you own (tools have a memory, bring yours if you own!). Instructor will loan tool if needed during class.

Link to recommended tweezer set: https://amzn.to/3NhPKz5
Link to metal spatula: https://bit.ly/3FQNPPy